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Room-Temperature Nonvolatile Memory Based on 
a Single-Phase Multiferroic Hexaferrite
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and Young Sun*

The cross-coupling between electric polarization and magnetization in 
multiferroic materials provides a great potential for creating next-generation 
memory devices. Current studies on magnetoelectric (ME) applications mainly  
focus on ferromagnetic/ferroelectric heterostructures because single-phase 
multiferroics with strong magnetoelectric coupling at room temperature 
are still very rare. Here a type of nonvolatile memory device is presented 
solely based on a single-phase multiferroic hexaferrite Sr3Co2Fe24O41 which 
exhibits nonlinear magnetoelectric effects at room temperature. The prin-
ciple is to store binary information by employing the states (magnitude and 
sign) of the first-order and the second-order magnetoelectric coefficients (α 
and β), instead of using magnetization, electric polarization, and resistance. 
The experiments demonstrate repeatable nonvolatile switch of α and β by 
applying pulsed electric fields at room temperature, respectively. Such kind 
of memory device using single-phase multiferroics paves a pathway toward 
practical applications of spin-driven multiferroics.
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where α is the first-order (linear) ME coef-
ficient, β and γ are the second-order coef-
ficients related to derivation of H and E, 
respectively. In most of the studies, only 
the linear ME coefficient α is concerned.

Recently, we proposed that the states 
(magnitude and sign) of the ME coeffi-
cient α can be used to implement a new 
type of nonvolatile memory,[8,9] which is in 
contrast to other memory devices where 
the states of magnetization, electric polari-
zation, and resistance are usually used to 
store binary information. The informa-
tion is written electrically by applying 
voltage pulses and read out parallelly by 
inputting a low magnetic field. We have 
demonstrated experimentally this type of 
nonvolatile memory based on the non-
linear ME effects in a series of multifer-
roic heterostructures.[8,9,13,14] Moreover, 
the second-order coefficients β and γ 

which reflect the concavity of the P–H or M–E curve in local 
regions may also be used to encode binary information and 
implement nonvolatile memory when the states of β and γ can 
be controlled by external E fields.

In this work, we apply the above principle of memory to 
single-phase multiferroics. We find that the Z-type hexaferrite 
Sr3Co2Fe24O41 (SCFO) single crystal exhibiting nonlinear ME 
effects at room temperature exactly fulfill the requirement for 
implementing nonvolatile memory. A simple memory device 
based on SCFO is demonstrated where the states of the ME 
coefficient α and β can be switched by E field pulses in a non-
volatile way.

Multiferroic hexaferrites are among the most promising can-
didates of single-phase multiferroics for applications, where 
spin-driven multiferroicity and strong ME effects are pro-
duced due to the complex noncollinear and collinear magnetic 

Multiferroics

1. Introduction

The information era has a strong request for high-performance 
next-generation memory devices. Several potential candidates 
include magnetic random-access memory,[1] resistive memory,[2] 
phase-change memory,[3] and ferroelectric (FE) memory.[4,5] 
Multiferroic materials combining magnetic and FE orders may 
show mutual control of electric polarization (P) by a magnetic 
field (H) and magnetization (M) by an electric field (E), which 
also provide possibilities for creating next-generation informa-
tion storage devices.[6–9] The magnetoelectric (ME) coupling 
effects can be described by the ME coefficients α, β, and γ [10–12]
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structures.[15–19] The crystal structure of hexaferrites can be clas-
sified into several types based on different stacking sequences 
of S blocks (Me2+Fe4O8; spinel block), T blocks ((Ba,Sr)2Fe8O14) 
and R blocks ([(Ba,Sr)Fe6O11]2−), such as M-type BaFe12O19 
(RSR*S*), Y-type (Ba,Sr)Me2Fe12O22 (TSTSTS), Z-type 
(Ba,Sr)3Me2Fe24O41 (RSTSR*S*T*S*), and U-type hexaferrites 
(Ba,Sr)4Me2Fe36O60 (RSR*S*TS*).[20] Among them, the Z-type 
hexaferrites with specific chemical compositions are able to 
show strong ME effects even at room temperature.[21–26]

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows the crystal structure of the Z-type hexaferrite 
SCFO. It can be divided into two different magnetic blocks—
large magnetic moment blocks (L) and small magnetic moment 
blocks (S). In each blocks, the magnetic moment of Fe arrange 
collinearly.[20] The alternating L and S blocks stack along c-axis, 
which forms the noncollinear magnetic structure. Previous 
neutron diffraction on SCFO found that transverse conical 
spin magnetic structures stabilize below 430 K, which allows 
finite in-plane P in terms of the inverse Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya 
mechanism, as shown in Figure 1b.[22]

Figure 1c shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the 
single crystal of SCFO at room temperature. The c-axis constant 
is 52.18 Å consistent with previous result.[21] Figure 1d presents 
the M–T curves in the temperature range of 300–800 K after 
zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) procedures with 
ab-plane H = 500 Oe. The increase of magnetization below 
670 K indicates that the sample enters into magnetic order 
state, which is consistent with previous study in polycrystalline 

and single crystal samples.[21,22] In this magnetic phase, µL and 
µS are antiparallel to each other along c-axis. Below 520 K, a 
kink appears in the M–T curves representing the moments 
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Figure 1. a) Crystal structure of Z-type hexaferrites. b) Schematic illustration of transverse conical magnetic structure with in-plane magnetic  
field H and induced electric polarization P. c) Single crystal XRD pattern of Sr3Co2Fe24O41. d) Temperature dependence of magnetization measured in 
Hab = 500 Oe with zero field cooling and field cooling.

Figure 2. a) The M–H curve and b) the ε–H curve of Sr3Co2Fe24O41 at 
300 K. The insets show the enlarged view in the low field region. The 
schematic configuration of measurement is illustrated in (a).
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rotate from c-axis to ab plane. A cusp anomaly was observed 
around 430 K, which is attributed to the magnetic phase tran-
sition into a conical magnetic ordered state and the transition 
temperature is well above room temperature.[22] The results 
imply that the application of in-plane H gives rise to polariza-
tion via a transverse cone magnetic ordered state, as reported in 
previous Z-type hexaferrites (Figure 1b).

Figure 2a shows the M–H hysteresis loop measured at 
300 K and the inset presents the schematic measurement con-
figuration. The saturation magnetization at 30 kOe is 20 µB/f.u. 
consistent with previous study. Figure 2b shows the relative 
dielectric constant ε as a function of H at 300 K. The dotted 
lines marked in Figure 2a distinguished by the derivation of M 
by H are consistent well with the changes on magnetodielectric 
curves shown in Figure 2b, which is attributed to a magnetic 
structure transition from noncollinear at low fields to a fer-
rimagnetic phase at high fields, accompanying by FE to para-
electric (PE) phase. The sharp dielectric peak around zero field 
indicates the boundary of two FE states.

Figure 3a shows the ΔP–H curves at room temperature 
after +E and +H poling conditions. P as a function of H was 
obtained by integrating the current with respect to time. The 
maximum polarization is 18 µC m−2 and the polarization 

is irreversible with a small hysteresis when sweeping H 
through zero field. Therefore, the ΔP–H curves show a but-
terfly shape. We further measured the E field manipula-
tion of magnetization, as shown in Figure 3b. In zero DC 
bias magnetic field, the variation of magnetization with E 
field exhibits a parabolic shape, which is mainly attributed to 
the second ME term. The M–E curve with a hysteresis also 
shows a butterfly shape. The magnetization is not reversed 
by E fields, which is different from Y-type hexaferrites.[27,28]  
The slopes of dP/dH and dM/dH are the direct ME coefficient 
(αD) and converse ME coefficient (αC), respectively. The but-
terfly shape gives opposite sign of the ME coefficient at two 
branches[29] and thus can be used for nonvolatile memory.

In the following, we demonstrate the nonvolatile switching of α 
by applying pulse voltages. α was measured by a dynamic method 
as described in the Supporting Information and schematically 
shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. The measure-
ment was carried out at 300 K after +E and +H poling procedures. 
Figure 4a shows the ME coefficient α as a function of in-plane 
DC bias magnetic field. The maximum ME coefficient appears 
around 100 Oe with a value of 15 mV cm−1 Oe−1. Figure 4b  
demonstrates the repeatable switching of α of the device in zero 
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Figure 3. a) Electric polarization as a function of magnetic field at 
300 K after +E and +H poling procedure. b) Magnetization as a function 
of electric field at 300 K after +E and +H poling procedure. No dc bias 
magnetic field is applied.

Figure 4. a) The first-order ME coefficient α as a function of applied dc 
magnetic field. The inset shows the structure of device and the configura-
tion of measurements. b) Repeatable switch of the ME coefficient α by 
applying pulses of electric field in zero dc bias magnetic field.
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DC magnetic field. After applying a +500 kV m−1E field, αD is 
measured for 40 s; then, a −500 kV m−1E field is applied and α 
is measured for another 40 s. This process is repeated for several 
cycles. Two states of α can be clearly distinguished. After applying 
a positive E pulse α reaches a high state α = 2 mV cm−1 Oe−1 and 
retains the state afterward. Only after a negative E pulse is applied 
α reaches a low state of −1 mV cm−1 Oe−1. α is the derivation of P 
by H, where αH ≈ αE, which is the slop of P–H or M–E at specific 
magnetic field and it is very sensitive to biasing H.[22]

By processing the ME voltage with Fourier transform in a 
lock-in amplifier, we can obtain the higher order coefficient. 
The second harmonic term of the ME voltage contains β as 
described in Supporting Information. Figure 5a shows the 
magnetic field dependence of β. A dip-peak-dip feature can be 
seen and the magnitude of β is almost two orders smaller com-
pared with the first order coefficient α.

To check the change of remanent polarization at H = 0 under 
E, we denote 1 and 2 as two states at zero electric field after 
experiencing the +E and −E history, respectively. By sweeping 
H to positive or negative branch, we obtain the ME current. 
And P was obtained by integrating the ME current. Figure 5b 
shows the P–H curves under E = 500 kV m−1, E = 0, and E = 
−500 kV m−1, respectively. When +E applied the value of electric 
polarization changes and the concavity around zero field also 
changes. While when −E applied, the concavity remains. We 
can see that the electric field can change the concavity around 
zero field so that the second-order ME coefficient β can have 
two different signs.

Figure 5c demonstrates the repeatable switching of β at zero 
DC bias magnetic field. A similar procedure was applied to 
measure β. After applying a +500 kV m−1E field, β is measured 

for 40 s; then, a −500 kV m−1E field is applied and β is meas-
ured for another 40 s. This process is repeated for several cycles. 
Two states of β can be distinguished. Applying a negative E 
pulse drives β to a positive state of 0.012 mV cm−1 Oe−2 and a 
positive E pulse drives it to a low state of −0.12 mV cm−1 Oe−2.  
The states of β retain after cutting off the E field, showing 
nonvolatile behavior. β is the second derivation of P over 
H, which is the concavity of P–H at specific magnetic fields.  
Compared with the first-order coefficient α, the slope of curve, 
β is insensitive to bias DC H. This feature could be beneficial 
for memory devices working under environments with stray 
magnetic fields. The reversal of concavity of P–H under +E as 
seen in Figure 5b plays a key to obtain the opposite sign of β. 
This distortion in P–H may be attributed to the E field influ-
ence on FE domain structure.

Finally, we discuss on the operation speed of this type of 
memory. The speed of writing is comparable to that (≈20 ns) 
of commercial ferroelectric random access memory because the 
role of applied voltage pulse is to reverse ferroelectric polariza-
tion. The reading speed relies on the time measuring the ME 
coefficients. In the conventional dynamic method, the reading 
time is inversely proportional to the frequency of applied ac 
magnetic field. In practical devices, a pulse magnetic field 
instead of ac magnetic field can be used to induce the ME 
voltage with a high reading speed.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a type of nonvola-
tile memory at room temperature based on the nonlinear  
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Figure 5. a) The second-order ME coefficient β as a function of external magnetic field. b) The P–Hab curves measured from state 1 and state 2 in  
(a) after +E and +H poled. c) Repeatable switch of the second-order ME coefficient β by pulsed electric field in zero dc bias magnetic field.
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ME effects in a single-phase multiferroic hexaferrite (SCFO). 
Both the first-order and second-order ME coefficients, α and β, 
can be employed to store binary information. Repeatable non-
volatile switching of α and β between high and low states is 
realized by applying positive and negative E pluses. This kind 
of memory has the benefits of low energy consumption and 
simple structure. We expect that quite a number of spin-driven 
multiferroics could have similar nonlinear ME effects and thus 
can be used for nonvolatile memory. Our study opens a new 
door for the practical applications of single-phase multiferroics.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: Sr3Co2Fe24O41 single crystal was synthesized 

by Na2O-Fe2O3 flux method with composition of SrCO3, Co3O4, Fe2O3, 
and Na2CO3. The powders were weighted to the desired chemical 
compositions and mixed by a mortar. The mixed powders were heated 
to 1420 °C and kept at that temperature for 20 h to melt the mixture 
completely following by a thermal cycles to remove spinel nuclei and extra 
hexaferrites nuclei. Then cooled the mixtures at the rate of 1 °C h−1 to 
1100 °C to grow Z-type hexaferrite.[22] To elevate the insulating properties 
of the sample, the sample were annealed at 950 °C for 12 h under 10 atm 
of pure oxygen.[30] The electrical resistivity of SCFO was greatly improved 
as shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. The sample 
was cut into rectangle plate with the dimension of 3 × 1 × 0.2 mm3.  
The silver paste was painted on the largest faces.

ME Poling Procedures: An external magnetic field was set to 30 kOe then 
ramp to 2 kOe to cross the PE to FE phase boundary, with E = 500 kV m−1  
applied to the samples to align the ferroelectric domains. Then, the E 
field was turned off and the electrodes were shorted for 30 min before 
sweeping H to obtain the ME current or ME coefficients.

Electrical and Magnetic Property Measurements: The ME current was 
measured by a high resistance electrometer (Keithley 6517B) and the 
dielectric constant (ε) was measured by an LCR meter (Agilent 4980A). 
The polarization was obtained by integrating the ME current with 
time. The magnetization vs temperature up to 800 K was measured 
in a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (DMS Model 4, ADE, Inc.). The 
magnetization with applied electric fields was measured in a magnetic 
property measuring system (Quantum Design) using a homemade 
sample holder.

The ME Coefficients Measurements: The ME coefficients α and β were 
measured by a dynamic method as described in details in the Supporting 
Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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